


5 Things To Remember While Wearing Braces

Getting braces is not the most fun thing to have to go through but, if you

have made the decision or you have been recommended for braces by your

dentist, then there are a few things you should know about them.

So, let’s go through the �ve things that you should know about wearing

braces before you getting them.

1. Listen to Your Orthodontist

You also need to follow your orthodontist’s instructions when it comes to your diet

and maintaining your braces. Not listening to your orthodontist can really prolong

your treatment time which is something that no one wants. You especially need to

pay attention to the dietary restrictions given to you. As hard as they may seem, they

are for your best interests and should help you get your braces off as quickly as

possible.

2. Stick to Your Orthodontic Appointments Schedule

Another thing that often delays the removal of braces is when people do not stick to

their orthodontic schedule and miss appointments. Your orthodontist has a timeline

for your braces and he or she needs to be able to check on your progress to make sure

everything is on track. If it isn’t, he or she can make adjustments then and there. If

you miss your appointment, you might also miss this needed adjustment thus

prolonging your time with braces.
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3. Keep Up Your Oral Hygiene

You need to do your part in maintaining your oral health as well. This means sticking

to your brushing and �ossing schedule and trying to keep your teeth and gums

healthy. Beyond bene�tting your oral health, it will also help keep you on track as far

as your braces are concerned. Poor oral care can result in a longer time wearing

braces which means you have more than enough of an incentive to stick to the

brushing and �ossing schedule your dentist recommends.

4. Schedule Regular Cleanings

Along with the previous point, you need to maintain a regular cleaning schedule with

your dentist because the addition of braces on top of your teeth makes everything

that much more dif�cult when it comes to providing care for them. Regular cleanings

are necessary to keep them free of debris and plaque buildup. Set a schedule at the

onset of getting your braces and stick with it.

5. Visit Your Dentist

A common misconception among patients getting braces is that they can skip out on

their appointments with their dentist. This is simply not the case. Not only do you

have to maintain your appointment schedule, but you also have to remember that

your dentist is on the frontlines of keeping your mouth free of decay and disease. So,

don’t skip out on your dental appointments and stick to your scheduled cleanings

and checkups for the duration of your braces.

So, make sure you keep these �ve critical things in mind while you’re wearing braces.




